Your low EMF Home Articles

Your low EMF Home set of articles is separated into 9 sections, each of which can be individually downloaded. It is a 'work in progress' incorporating new information whenever time permits.

Section 7

Microwaves, windows and Pilkington-K glass
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9. References – 143 References

**Microwaves, windows and Pilkington-K glass**

**The glass**

Normal single or double-glazing glass offers little resistance to the passage of microwaves into your rooms - almost all pass straight thorough.

Pilkington-K is a specially treated thermal insulation glass, coated with a thin metallic layer, which includes indium and tin oxides, and this does offer a reasonable level of protection, stopping over 99% of microwaves in the frequency range 300 to 3000 MHz (this range contains all current mobile phone mast bands).

This type of glass is mandatory in new-build double glazing, though not in replacement windows. All double glazing firms will stock Pilkington-K glass. The special metallic coating is on the inside of the outer pane of glass in the double glazed sealed unit.

We have had one report from someone whose Pilkington K unit provided no protection from incoming radiofrequency (RF) radiation. It may be that the composition of the special metallic coating has changed and the glass is more effective at providing thermal insulation, but has lost its RF screening potential. It is worth checking that it is effective against RF before your supplier installs or replaces your window units.

Whilst theoretically it may be possible to have a single pane of glass with this coating, it may well degrade when wiped or washed, losing its effectiveness. It is well protected on the inside of a double paned unit.

**The frames**

Pilkington provide the ‘K’ glass to local companies who fit it into sealed double glazed unit frames. There is no consistency as to how these frames are made by the different companies. Only metal frames give protection from incoming microwaves.

Window frames made of wood or UPVC will give virtually no protection at all. The 'long slots' around the glass panes allow microwaves to enter the room. Two right angle 1 metre x 10 mm non-metallic window frame 'slots' reduce the window's shielding efficiency from 99% to less than 10%.

**Ventilation**

Opening a ventilation flap will also allow microwaves to enter in the gap formed. Ventilation is **very important in all houses** to promote air flow, increase the level of negative ions inside and to remove all chemical pollutants from furnishings, appliances, sprays and cleaning materials. This must be borne in mind when deciding on the measures you wish to take to reduce your microwave exposure.